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otherwise endorsed by any of these organizations. Butch Hogan Adrenaline Junkie This dude skydiving, surfing, running with bulls - anything for this rush. And he has sore abs and chiseled hands to prove it. But to keep him happy, you have to be in constant motion too. This guy doesn't like to sit on...
and he doesn't like it when you sit on your own. And it's not just a phase. In his late 30s, he would get into marathons and they would lead to triathlon and end up in the Ironman competition. Yes, that means a trip to Hawaii... but instead of cooling off on the beach, you'll be cheered by it from the outside.
Having fun? Butch Hogan is a Nice Guy with a chip on his shoulder He will make fun of tools that try too hard with a daring choice of clothes to seem down to earth, but here's his messy little secret: He spends as much time choosing his outfit as his more fashion-conscious colleagues do. Under the casual
exterior is a calculating killjoy with mom issues. He's going to stand in the bar and think, why is this girl coming for this guy? One day, she'll come to her senses and get on with a good guy like me! The truth is, he's so preoccupied with being overlooked that he doesn't pay any attention to your attention.
Butch Hogan Smooth Operator He's the type who rolls up the club in Escalade and holds court in the VIP section, ordering the bottle service all night. Although he got Ds in high school, he now scores A, B, and C cups with entertaining a little conversation and Fall. Yes, he is Casanova in a skullcap (she
replaced his trucker hat about a year ago). But this cover spells the problem. It requires the assurance that him with a straight face -- too much confidence. (There is such a thing.) It will shower you with attention, but be careful: You may not be the only chick in this soul! Butch Hogan Workaholic Hotshot
This guy is always dressed in nines because he's loaded. Simmer - cash flow comes in price. He works until the very two hours, and then loosens his tie and parties, as if tomorrow will not be. Unfortunately tomorrow and it starts in three hours. What less time it has for you to be in conjunction with his
BlackBerry. Ugly truth: Money is the love of his life, and you are just a mistress... or a second mistress, since he was probably crunching more than the numbers with his secretary. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io the first thing that happens when you announce your wife's pregnancy is people congratulate you. The next thing they do is start telling you how it will go and what you should do. The most specific advice almost all of it useless - will come from your friends-one, while those with children will just arch their eyebrows and say: hmm when you mention your plans. Nothing: Here's everything you really need to know. RELATED: The 10 things dads want future dads to know about the medical industry seem to be
intent on hedging their bets these days. Technicians will drone about possible complications; Your wife will undergo a battery of tests, especially if she is over 35 years old; and your head will be buzzing with everything you need to do (buy new tires, buy a new home) and think about (When will I put up
children's shelves? You're a mess. What you think and feel is irrational, says graphic designer Bob Callahan, a Brooklyn, New York, father of 2-year-old twin girls. But that's okay. It's just that no one ever talks about it. Bonus Tip: The only thing to worry about is yourself when you're adjusting to an
unfamiliar supporting role. Then the baby is born, and you realize that becoming a father is the best thing that can happen to you, Callahan says. However, you'll both be happier if you don't carp when she orders a 64-ounce porter. I was afraid of changes in my wife's body, but I liked it when things
swelled, says Vince Carlen, an editor in New York whose daughter was born last September. Then I was worried about how her body would be after giving birth. It has been changed, but in a good way-better than I could have imagined. Bonus tip: The weight of her breasts will amaze and delight you, but
not too attached, they won't be yours much longer. If ever there was give up his macho stubbornness, it is now. Look at some of the book she spends all night reading. Learn the benefits of breastfeeding as it is for it (it's easier than a formula for feeding and reduces the risk of breast cancer) and for the
baby (tightens the immune system, and more). Take Lamaze- there is as much information for fathers as for moms. In addition, the stopwatch around your neck will work well with the tracksuit pants you will be wearing in the delivery hall. Bonus tip: There is no accurate guide to learning. If you think the
real-life labor cuts will actually match the charts handed out by Lamaze, you've obviously never seen the 10th seed upset No.1 in March Madness. Testimony of childbirth is a reality TV moment of your life, only without stupid Tiki torches. When I saw my first child for the first time, I thought it was wrong,
Callahan says. I asked the doctors: So, what do you think? All is well? My girls looked like shaved monkeys that fell out of a UFO. Bonus tip: Even if you can be punching your wife's bag, the delivery room is not a gym. Don't encourage her as if you were cheering on Lennox Lewis. If she could push
harder, she'd have pushed you out the window by now. Another thing: Go with Plan B - nothing works as intended. If she asks for drugs, don't argue, Carlin warns. ANSWER: Dad's first look at their newborns in cultures around the world, parents know how to soothe a crying baby, says Harvey Karp, M.D.,
author of an excellent book on the topic called Happy Baby on the Block. But it's not intuitive - it's just that they've been around babies all their lives. In our country, people need primers. Karp took a masculine approach to the subject, he made a video of the techniques described in the book. Guys will
watch any video! By leaving aside, fathers are actually better at comforting a child than a mother, says Karp. Dads tend to put more oomph into it: They wrap the baby snugger, they shush a little louder and wiggle faster. Bonus tip: According to a study conducted at New York's Beth Israel Medical Center
two years ago, 91 percent of couples with infants who cry a lot have family problems. Avoid tension by studying techniques that give you control. RELATED: 6 Genius Ways to Instantly Soothe a Crying Child Bonus Tip: Count Your (Non-Financial) Blessings. You can spend more than ever, but you will live
with the embarrassment of intangible riches, and an array of neon-colored plastic gizmos that will strike the ancients. You realize that what you used to spend your time and money on is usually worthless, says Carlen. I live happily without fancy lunches, new clothes or weekends. The house has become
the best place on earth. How you handle and play with your child may look rougher than your wife's methods, but the kids benefit from Styles. Dads whistle and pop, while moms speak in high tones, but even tones, says Karp. Mothers are strokes, fathers are pokers. Babies learn to distinguish between
two early. Don't worry: you won't freak it out or break it. Bonus tip: Start slowly. It may look too tiny to touch at the beginning, but after three weeks you have to be belching and change it like a pro. Some of the sights and sounds may even remind you of your college heyday. Your life has changed radically
forever. You can fight with your personality. Your faithful, determined approach, which has served your career so well, will not necessarily work from home. So try this: Postpone to it. Yes, you're holding it wrong - baby, your head, your bottle. Make her happy and you'll be happy, says Callahan. Bonus tip:
Feel your new identity. Take a picture of your gray-haired self, your belly is low and impressive, BabyBjorn riding on your old sweater is tall and proud. Cut out the role for yourself by learning the skills that will make you a man among men. Men get frustrated when they can't master the situation, Karp
says. Having a role makes them feel better. For example, he says: If you know what to do, your baby cries goes from something that grates to something you almost look forward to, you can fix it! Bonus Tip: Your wife will have her doubts as a mom, too, especially after visiting her mother. Praise her
excellent mom skills (it doubles as a great new method of seduction, too. what's good, believe it or not, because you'll be in sync with your wife (stressed, tired, absorbed in the baby). than the old gymnastics routines, says Carlen. Skip the last half hour of any dumb TV show you watch and get to it. Bonus
review: Please note that your sexual frustration stems from something else. In the house there is a rival for the love of your wife, interloper, and you may want physical confidence in her love. But even if the sex is out, sometimes quiet moments and verbal expressions can work wonders. Miracles. the
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